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Harmony BHF
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TIMBACH FARM - DEPAUW, INDIANA
The recently constructed Timbach Farm, in the middle of Indiana horse country,
hosted this keuring. As is now the norm, we started with the riding classes.
The talented mare Harmony BHF (Jazz pref x Vixen vb by Ferro pref; bred by
Richard Morse Jr., owned by Kelly Gage) was presented in the IBOP. This modern
mare was supple, light-footed and had a lot of “go”. She is balanced in all her gaits
and showed very good leg technique. She earned a total score of 80.5 for the IBOP
and DG Bar Cup. This combined with her 75 for her conformation made
her the best adult dressage horse of this keuring.
The ster sport/dr mare Allure S (Rousseau x Sizarma H elite by Farrington
keur; bred by Sonnenberg Farm, owned by KC Dunn of Timbach Farm) is
competing at I2 level. Today she was successfully presented for keur
eligible and did the IBOP for the fun of it. This well-developed mare is
very workable and had a good posture. In the IBOP she showed her
talent for collection. Her rider could present her with a very steady
connection to the bridle. She had a clear and active walk with good
length of stride and was very easy to collect. In the collected trot she
showed expressive use of her front leg. The canter was well balanced. With her
sport predicate in dressage and a passing score of 79.5 in the IBOP she earned her
Keur predicate today.
The 6-year-old Elzarma (UB 40 x Allure S keur sport/dr by Rousseau; o/b
KC Dunn) was also presented in the IBOP. This mare showed functional
movement but great rideability. She was focused on her rider and had
supple use of her body. A total score of 76.5 with an 8.5 for her rideability
made her pass the IBOP and earned her the ster predicate after the
studbook inspection. She also was the highest placed horse in the D G
Bar cup for 5/6-year-olds.
The long lined Flemmiro SSM (Flemmingh x Onilia ster by Ferro pref; b/o
Maile de Goeij) has a well-muscled neck and a good topline. Her good
technique and suspension earned her the ster predicate.

These remarks are for a snapshot in
the lifetime of a horse.
Not all first premium or ster horses
are mentioned in “The Reports from
the Road”; only those horses that
really stand out to the jury.

The best young dressage horse was the 2-year-old Ilbria Zarma TF (Voice x Eerste
Zarma vb x Westpoint; b/o KC Dunn). This powerful mare has an active and quick
use of her hind leg, making her an interesting horse for the future.

IBOP Dressage

DGB cup

Stb/Ster/Keur

2-year-olds

Harmony BHF (Jazz x Ferro)
Allure S (Rousseau x Farrington)
Elzarma (UB40 x Rousseau)
3-year- old
Harmony BHF (Jazz x Ferro)
5/6-year–olds
Elzarma (UB40 x Rousseau)
Flemmiro SSM (Flemmingh x Ferro)
Mares
Harmony BHF (Jazz x Ferro) keur
Elzarma (UB40 x Rousseau) ster
Flemmiro (Flemmingh x Ferro) ster
Allure (Rousseau x Farrington) keur sport/dr
Dressage
Ilbria Zarma TF (Voice x Westpoint)

Results
80.5
79.5
76.5
80.5
76.5
70
75/80
70/75
70/75

74

